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Abstract: Exposure is an integral part of any natural disaster risk assessment, and damage to buildings
is one of the most important consequence of flood disasters. As such, estimates of the building stock
and the values at risk can assist in flood risk management, including determining the damage extent
and severity. Unfortunately, little information about building asset value, and especially its spatial
distributions, is readily available in most countries. This is certainly true in China, given that the
statistical data on building floor area (BFA) is collected by administrative entities (i.e. census level).
To bridge the gap between census-level BFA data and geo-coded building asset value data, this article
introduces a method for building asset value mapping, using Shanghai as an example. This method
consists of a census-level BFA disaggregation (downscaling) by means of a building footprint map
extracted from high-resolution remote sensing data, combined with LandScan population density
grid data and a financial appraisal of building asset values. Validation with statistical data and
field survey data confirms that the method can produce good results, but largely constrained by
the resolution of the population density grid used. However, compared with other models with
no disaggregation in flood exposure assessment that involves Shanghai, the building asset value
mapping method used in this study has a comparative advantage, and it will provide a quick way to
produce a building asset value map for regional flood risk assessments. We argue that a sound flood
risk assessment should be based on a high-resolution—individual building-based—building asset
value map because of the high spatial heterogeneity of flood hazards.
Keywords: building asset value mapping; flood risk management; Shanghai; exposure

1. Introduction
Flood risk is a combination of hazard (i.e., the probability of occurrence), exposure (i.e., the
elements at risk) and vulnerability (i.e., the susceptibility of those elements to damage) [1–3]. Exposure
can be defined as the depreciated or replacement value of the tangible physical assets in hazard-prone
areas [3,4]. Flood risk under climate change and socioeconomic change is a great challenge for flood
risk management [5–10].
Many recent studies have focused on various types of floods in risk analysis. Paprotny and
Terefenko [11], for instance, used a topographic objects database to estimate the potential impacts
of sea-level rise and coastal floods in Poland. Considering flood frequency, inundation depth, and
depth-damage functions, Oubennaceur and colleagues [12] assessed the expected annual damage
to each individual building due to river flooding in a reach of the Richelieu River, Quebec, Canada.
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Röthlisberger and colleagues [13] compared five building value models for flood risk analysis, and
proposed that estimating exposed-building values should be based on individual buildings rather
than on areas of land-use types. Higher quality exposure data is needed to perform validations of
flood risk models [14].
However, for flood risk analysis, quite often a spatial mismatch exists between hazard intensity data
(e.g., inundation depth), which are frequently modelled on a high-resolution raster level, and exposure
data, which are usually only available at coarse census units (e.g., counties) or aggregated land-use/land
cover classes [14–17]. Flood risk assessments often invest much more in hazard modelling of water depths
or inundation areas at a spatially explicit raster level [18,19], while only a limited number of studies have
explicitly focused on the estimations of assets and their disaggregation to overcome the spatial mismatch
between the quality of hazard and exposure data [20–23]. Meanwhile, the quality of the exposure data
is one of the most important uncertainties in flood risk assessments [24–27]. Because of the high spatial
resolution of water inundation depth estimation, which is mainly a function of topography [28,29], flood
risk assessments are much more sensitive to the exposure data resolution than are other natural disasters,
such as earthquake risk assessments [15,16].
The most consistently reliable exposure data are usually available at the administrative unit level.
Previous studies have used various disaggregation methods using ancillary data to generate exposure
data sets for natural disaster risk assessment, rather than simply assuming an equal spatial distribution of
assets over the whole administrative area, particularly focussing on mapping of population density [21].
Several ancillary data sets have been used for building asset disaggregation. Dutta et al. [21] used gridded
land cover data to disaggregate building exposure data that was estimated at a ward-level. The building
floor area (BFA) per grid cell was determined using land cover types, the percentage of area covered by
buildings in a given area, and the ratio of the gross BFA divided by the ground area of the buildings.
The latter two parameters were usually unavailable in census data. Seifert et al. [30] used land-use data and
building density fraction information to disaggregate assets into different economic sectors. By comparing
three different disaggregation methods and two land-use datasets in the framework of flood damage
estimation, Wünsch et al. [31] concluded that investing in land-use data quality could be better than in
more sophisticated mapping techniques. Population distribution is also a widely-used proxy variable for
disaggregating the building asset values from the census area to a finer resolution [32]. Thieken et al. [16]
assumed that the population distribution directly reflected the distribution of residential asset values, as
they found a direct correlation between the two, and therefore, they used population distribution data
and land cover data as ancillary variables. Silva et al. [33] used the LandScan population distribution to
disaggregate the building stock at the parish level for a disaster risk assessment in mainland Portugal.
Figueiredo and Martina [17] directly used open building data, including building footprint and height, to
disaggregate census data to a gridded residential BFA data set. However, a limitation of many of these
previous studies is that exposure model validation is rarely performed, largely due to data scarcity for
most existing study areas.
Quantification of exposed asset value is directly related the flood damage estimation. Building
asset value (for fixed assets) depends on various factors, including building structure, age, and use
type, but also varies in time and space [18,19].
Present methods use several approaches to estimate monetary asset values. First, land use/land
cover data are used as exposure indicators, and their associated maximum damage values are given for
flood damage modelling [34]. Second, asset value is estimated on an administrative unit level [30–36]
or census block [37], then disaggregated into grid cells with the help of ancillary data, such as road
networks, nightlight data, or land cover data [20,30,32]. Third, construction costs or replacement costs
per square meter for different building types are used for building asset value estimation. For example,
with combined standardized building construction costs with census building stock data, and by using
dasymetric mapping techniques, a building asset value map was generated in Germany for natural disaster
risk assessment [16,35]. However, data availability is an important factor that affects whether these methods
or parameters can be used in China.
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For China, statistical gross BFA data is available at the county level in the population census
tabulation. BFA refers to the total floor area (measured in square meters) inside the building envelope,
including the external walls and excluding the roof, and it represents the most consistent and reliable
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2.2. Data
This study uses three types of data (Table 1). First, the census data of Shanghai, including
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Table 2. District-level building floor area (BFA) by both height class and use type in Shanghai in 2014. The specified population is the total population for each district
in 2014 (Data source: SMSB [45]).

District
Pudong
Huangpu
Xuhui
Changning
Jing’an
Putuo
Zhabei
Hongkou
Yangpu
Minhang
Baoshan
Jiading
Jinshan
Songjiang
Qingpu
Fengxian
Chongming
Shanghai

Population
(Thousands)
5451.2
682.0
1109.7
698.6
248.6
1296.1
848.5
838.2
1323.7
2539.5
2024.0
1566.2
797.1
1755.9
1208.3
1167.6
701.6
24256.8

Gross BFA (km2 )

Gross BFA by Height Class (%)

Gross BFA by Building Use Type (%)

Residential
Building

Non-Residential
Building

1~7
Storeys

8~19
Storeys

≥20
Storeys

Residential
Building

Office
Building

Commercial
Building

Other

Average Construction
Cost per sq. m
(in 2014 Prices)

142.9
17.6
33.9
24.1
8.2
36.0
22.6
22.3
33.8
75.2
54.0
33.6
14.7
39.5
21.2
21.6
9.7
610.9

121.8
19.6
25.3
15.6
9.4
22.2
14.9
13.2
23.3
54.2
37.8
40.4
25.4
49.8
31.1
29.2
9.3
542.5

67.6
39.1
53.7
49.9
31.3
53.8
59.3
54.9
64.8
68.6
75.0
73.5
88.2
79.5
84.8
84.5
94.4
68.0

22.4
17.3
22.0
21.3
15.1
22.2
21.6
20.8
24.1
29.5
22.2
22.1
11.0
18.7
14.1
13.1
5.6
21.1

10.0
43.5
24.3
28.8
53.5
23.9
19.1
24.4
11.1
2.0
2.8
4.5
0.8
1.9
1.1
2.3
0.1
10.9

54.0
47.3
57.3
60.7
46.5
61.9
60.2
62.9
59.1
58.1
58.9
45.4
36.6
44.2
40.6
42.5
51.0
53.0

5.6
19.4
11.9
12.4
20.4
7.9
7.8
11.5
7.2
2.2
2.7
5.0
3.4
1.9
2.2
2.9
3.4
5.9

6.3
13.9
6.1
8.0
11.5
7.6
7.8
7.4
4.9
5.0
5.4
7.9
8.7
5.9
6.8
6.9
6.0
6.7

34.2
19.5
24.7
18.9
21.6
22.6
24.2
18.2
28.8
34.7
33.0
41.6
51.3
47.9
50.5
47.7
39.7
34.4

4417.3 CNY (USD 719.1)
5133.1 CNY (USD 835.6)
4687.3 CNY (USD 763.1)
4758.4 CNY (USD 774.6)
5124.0 CNY (USD 834.1)
4566.5 CNY (USD 743.4)
4557.5 CNY (USD 741.9)
4718.5 CNY (USD 768.1)
4467.1 CNY (USD 727.2)
4255.0 CNY (USD 692.7)
4288.3 CNY (USD 698.1)
4394.0 CNY (USD 715.3)
4313.8 CNY (USD 702.3)
4217.0 CNY (USD 686.5)
4232.8 CNY (USD 689.1)
4274.0 CNY (USD 695.8)
4302.3 CNY (USD 700.4)
4433.6 CNY (USD 721.8)

Note: In this study, the average construction cost per square meter is calculated via the weighted average method using the construction cost by building use type in Shanghai (Table 3)
and the percentage of gross BFA (Table 2) by building use type.
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Table 3. The construction cost per square meter by building use type in 2014 in Shanghai (Data source:
Table 3. The construction cost per square meter by building use type in 2014 in Shanghai (Data source:
SMSB [45]). The construction cost per square meter is calculated by dividing the cost of construction of
SMSB [45]). The construction cost per square meter is calculated by dividing the cost of construction
buildings completed by the BFA completed.
of buildings completed by the BFA completed.
Cost of Construction of

BFABFA Completed
Construction Cost
per
Buildings
CompletedConstruction
Cost of Construction
of Buildings
Cost per m2 (in 2014
m2 (in 2014 Prices)
(Million sq. m)
Completed
(Billion
Prices)
Completed (Billion
CNY)CNY)
(Million sq. m)

Building Use Type

Building Use Type

Residential building

Residential
building
Office
building

Office
buildingbuilding
Commercial

15.4
1.7

CommercialOthers
building

2.1

Others

4.0

15.4
1.7
2.1
4.0

64.4
13.4
12.4

64.4
13.4
12.4
15.6

15.6

4197.0 CNY (USD 683.2)

4197.0
(USD
683.2)
8117.3CNY
CNY
(USD
1321.4)
8117.3
CNY
(USD
1321.4)
5933.0
CNY
(USD
965.8)

3867.2
CNY
(USD
629.6)
5933.0
CNY
(USD
965.8)
3867.2 CNY (USD 629.6)
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the method.
Figure 3. Flowchart of the method.
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2.3.1. Township-Level BFA Estimation
SMSB [45] provide data on the gross BFA for each district (Table 2), but this data is not publicly
available on the township level for Shanghai. Fortunately, township-level population census data
are available from the Tabulation on the 2010 population census of Shanghai Municipality [46].
The township-level population was adjusted to 2014 levels according to the population growth rate of
Shanghai from 2010 to 2014 (i.e., 5.34%), assuming that that the per-capita BFA is the same within a
district (As the average land area for the 17 districts of Shanghai is only 373 square kilometers [45],
the spatial heterogeneity of the per-capita BFA is not obvious, although it shows differences in larger
districts, such as Pudong and Chongming). Then, the township-level gross BFA (BFAtownship ) can be
estimated by:
BFAdistrict
BFAtownship = POPtownship ×
(1)
POPdistrict
where POPtownship is the total population of a township, and BFAdistrict and POPdistrict are the census
gross BFA and statistical total population of the district that the township belongs to, respectively.
2.3.2. Disaggregation of BFA from the Township to the Regular Grid Cell
As can be seen in Figure 1, the building footprint map underestimates the actual building
distribution. High-rise building footprints are missing on the Map World of Shanghai (www.shanghaimap.net), mostly due to data updating frequency. This underestimation is, undoubtedly, one of the
sources of uncertainty for the BFA downscaling, but these are, to our knowledge, the best available
building distribution data for Shanghai.
Although the building footprint map contains the building locations, other information, such
as building height class (or number of storeys), use type, and material type are not known. Hence,
deriving a building-by-building asset value map in a deterministic way is not practicable. Another
alternative is to develop a grid-based building asset value map, as done in this study. However, due
to the fact that the gross BFA by both height class and by building use type are only known at the
resolution of the administrative unit (Table 2), the disaggregation results may be no longer meaningful,
which will be further discussed in Section 4.
The first step in the disaggregation of the BFA is to find a proxy for the relative BFA density
distribution within a township. While population density is usually closely related with the
BFA [49–51], the Pearson correlation value for this relationship reached 0.99 for the 17 districts of
Shanghai in 2014. As such, we use LandScan population density (i.e., LandScan 2010) as a proxy for
the relative BFA density distribution within a township to disaggregate BFA from the township to the
regular grid cell. This implies that we assume that the BFA density distribution is proportional to the
population density distribution within a township, which is a typical approach in disaggregation [52].
It is noted that the resolution of the LandScan 2010 is only approximately 800 m × 800 m in
Shanghai, which is a lower resolution than the vector building footprint map. For the purpose of both
facilitating the disaggregation and maintaining the high resolution of building geographic information,
we transform the building footprint map from vector to raster format using 2.5 m × 2.5 m pixels and
we uniformly put the LandScan population of each grid (800 m × 800 m) to the building occupied grid
(2.5 m × 2.5 m) that is located under the LandScan population grid. Obviously, the newly generated
population density map (2.5 m × 2.5 m) by this homogeneous distribution may be inconsistent with
the actual population density distribution; for example, population density may be underestimated in
high-rise buildings and overestimated in low-rise buildings. Finally, grid cell-level BFA (BFAgrid ) and
the derived building height (Hgrid ) within a township can be calculated by:
BFA grid = BFAtownship ×

Pop grid
Pop0township

(2)
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Hgrid =

BFA grid
Area grid

(3)

where Pop grid and Pop0township are the newly generated population density value in the grid cell and the
aggregated population of the township from the newly generated population density grid, respectively
(Here, we use a relatively population density within a township—as ancillary indicator—to estimate the
grid-cell level BFA. Because the 2014 LandScan population density grid was not available, we assume
that the relative population density is the same between 2010 and 2014, which will underestimate the
BFA in the new constructed area from 2010 to 2014), respectively, and Area grid is the area of the grid
cell (e.g., 2.5 m × 2.5 m).
Table 4. Correspondence between height classes and height intervals from field surveys in Shanghai.
(Data source: the authors).
Number of Storeys

Height (h, m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7+

h ≤ 5.0
5.0 < h ≤ 11.0
11.0 < h ≤ 14.0
14.0 < h ≤ 16.0
16.0 < h ≤ 18.0
18.0 < h ≤ 21.0
3.6 m per storey

2.3.3. Evaluation of the Performance of the BFA Disaggregation Model
To evaluate the performance of the developed exposure model, we adopt two methods to validate
the disaggregated BFA density map of Shanghai. First, as shown in Equation (3), for each grid cell, the
building height can be derived by dividing the disaggregated BFA by the area of the occupied grid
cell, then, the disaggregated gross BFA by building height class (i.e., low-rise building, medium-rise
building and high-rise building) for each district can be aggregated according to the correspondence
between height classes and height intervals (Table 4) gathered through a field survey of approximately
100 buildings in Shanghai. Finally, the differences between the disaggregated BFA and the real statistical
BFA (Table 2) in different height classes can be identified. For the second method, information about
the building height and building footprint is gathered or updated in the downtown area to validate
the BFA disaggregation performance at the grid cell level. Based on the modelled BFA (BFAgrid ) and
the actual BFA (BFAactual ) in the downtown area, the relative error of the modelled BFA (Rerror ) in a
grid can be calculated by:
BFA grid − BFA actual
Rerror =
(4)
BFA actual
Furthermore, we test the performances of our approach compared to other spatial interpolation
methods in exposure assessment of a hypothetical flood event.
2.3.4. Valuation of Building Assets
In the research field of disaster loss estimation, there is an important distinction between methods
for the valuation of assets at risk. Researchers either use replacement costs or depreciated values
within their loss calculation methods [53–55]. The replacement cost can be interpreted as the cost of
rebuilding a property exactly as it was prior to the disaster, regardless of any depreciation due to its
age. This approach provides valuable information on potential pay-outs and is therefore interesting
from an insurance perspective [24]. The depreciated value can be interpreted as the remaining property
value, corrected for its depreciation by age [36], and it is often assumed to be the true cost that is
with the loss of the asset [55]. It is important to note that the depreciation value is lower than the
replacement value. Given that flood insurance is still not well developed in China, especially in
rural areas, governmental financial support usually guarantees the post-disaster reconstruction of an
inhabitant’s house, moreover, the latest building code is usually adopted in post-disaster reconstruction,
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and the newly constructed buildings are usually safer than the old ones. As such, this paper uses
the current construction cost (excluding the cost of land per square meter) to produce a building
asset value map for Shanghai. Overall, the construction cost value should be equal to or greater than
the replacement cost value because the former adopts the higher standards of the newer building
code. This evaluation may have practical implications for the government in terms of disaster risk
management
(i.e.,2017,
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demand
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3.3. Comparison of Different Exposure Models on Flood Exposure Assessment
Because the reliability of the BFA distribution is the key for building asset value mapping, we
estimate the affected BFA for a hypothetical flood event in the downtown area of Shanghai, using
different exposure models.
We use a flood scenario event generated by Ke [56], who modelled a flood with a 1/10,000 per
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Furthermore, compared with the actual BFA distribution grid-by-grid in the downtown area, the
variance of relative error of the modelled BFA decreases as the grid resolution decreases (Figure 7e).
For example, when the regular grid resolution is 800 m × 800 m, the relative error of the modelled BFA
(compared with the actual BFA density distribution) is mainly distributed in the range [−1, 1]. This
variance is lower than that for the grid resolution of 100 m × 100 m (i.e., [−1, 3]). The modelled BFA is
significantly correlated with the actual BFA at the 1600 m grid cell size level (Figure 7f), and the spatial
distribution of the relative error is presented in Figure 7g.
In summary, the BFA disaggregation precision is affected by the spatial mismatch between the
coarse resolution ancillary data (e.g., population density grid) and the high-resolution building location
data. The actual spatial resolution of the modelled BFA map should be lower than the resolution
of the LandScan population density grid (i.e., 800 m × 800 m), as a population density within an
800 m × 800 m grid cell is meaningless.
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As shown in Table 5, for a flood scenario in the downtown area of Shanghai, disaggregation of
BFA is significantly affected by flood exposure estimation. First, no disaggregation leads to a greater
underestimation of flood exposure than that of the proposed model by this study, because the BFA
density is greater in the downtown area than that in the rural area. It can be predicted that the flood
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Although the maximum inundation depths in Shanghai are lower than 2.5 m for a flooding event
characterized by a 10,000-year return period (Figure 8), and only the ground-floors (first floor) of
buildings are directly affected by flooding, indirect flood effects may be induced, even though the
building levels above the ground floor are not directly damaged [63]. For example, reduced housing
service value may be incurred by flood-induced business limitations or disruptions, there may be
disadvantages connected with reduced market and public services, and there might even be long-term
building damage due to soaking or subsistence [63,64]. As such, flood exposure is defined in a broader
sense in this study—that being the building stock that is located within the inundation extent, and not
restricted to building assets that are directly affected (i.e., the ground floor of buildings) [58].
As shown in Table 5, for a flood scenario in the downtown area of Shanghai, disaggregation of
BFA is significantly affected by flood exposure estimation. First, no disaggregation leads to a greater
underestimation of flood exposure than that of the proposed model by this study, because the BFA
density is greater in the downtown area than that in the rural area. It can be predicted that the flood
exposure estimation will be overestimated in the rural area under the assumption of the uniform
spatial distribution of BFA within a district. Second, using the township-level population to adjust the
BFA distribution within a district is an important step to improve the accuracy of the exposure model.
By this adjustment, the relative error decreases from 36%, with no disaggregation (BFA uniformly
distributed within district), to 8% for the flood exposure estimation. Meanwhile, the adjustment of the
BFA from non-building occupied areas to building-occupied areas by using building footprint data
with no disaggregation (BFA uniformly distributed in building-occupied areas within a district) only
reduces the relative error of the estimated flood exposure by 5%. This is mainly due to the fact that the
non-building-occupied areas are very limited in the crowded downtown area of Shanghai.
Table 5. Estimated flood exposure in the downtown area for a flood scenario, using different
exposure models.
Model

Affected BFA (km2 )

Ratio

Best estimate by field survey
Proposed method by this study
No disaggregation (BFA uniformly distributed within district)
No disaggregation (BFA uniformly distributed in building occupied area within district)
Disaggregation using township population-adjusted BFA (BFA uniformly distributed
within township)

253.43
237.82
162.02
174.79

0.94
0.64
0.69

233.01

0.92

4. Discussion
4.1. Application of the Building Asset Value Map in Scenario-Based Flood Damage Modelling
The most commonly used method for assessing flood losses is a combination of depth-damage
curves, an exposure map, and an inundation map. By using these depth-damage curves, information
on inundation and the spatial distribution of people and assets can be combined to assess the damage
for any given cell on the exposure map, based on the depth in the inundation map [65]. Figure 9 shows
the application diagram of the building asset value map that is used in flood loss modelling.
Both the flood inundation map (Figure 9b) for a flood with a 1/10,000 per year probability
for the Huangpu River as described above, and the depth-damage curves (Figure 9c) were from
Ke [56]. The depth-damage curve is recognized as the primary source of uncertainty in flood damage
estimation [26]; thus, here, we only use the depth-damage curve for commercial buildings (Figure 9c)
as a simple example for modelling flood damage.
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identified a relationship between population density and the ratio of net assets exposed to flooding,
and recommended that one-sixth of the assets should be considered as the exposed value when
the population density is above 15,000/km2 , one-quarter when the population density is between
8000/km2 and 15,000/km2 , half when the population density is between 1000/km2 and 8000/km2 ,
and 1 when the population density is less than 1000/km2 [66]. Based on this assumption, we use the
LandScan population density and the building asset value map generated by this study to determine
the exposed building asset value.
Finally, we can determine that the exposed building asset value reached 1868.3 billion CNY
(approximately USD 304.1 billion) by an overlay analysis of Figure 9a,b; this value corresponds to
36.5% of the total building asset value of Shanghai. Combined with the depth-damage curve (Figure 9c),
the total direct economic damage for buildings can be calculated as the sum of the damages in all
inundated grid cells (Figure 9d), which results in approximately 197.6 billion CNY (USD 32.2 billion)
of damage for this flood scenario.
It should be noted, however, that the flooding scenario we use in this application to produce
estimates of economic losses is far from realistic. For example, this hypothetical scenario did not
consider flood protection in Shanghai, while in reality, the flood protection project in the Huangpu
River in Shanghai has a return period of one to two hundred years; hence, the simulated flood damage
should be overestimated. As flood risk modelling is outside of the scope of this study, we simply use
an extreme flooding scenario to demonstrate how the disaggregated building asset value map can be
overlaid with the hazard intensity in flood risk assessments.
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4.2. Limitations
The application of the method presented in Section 2.3 makes it possible to create a grid-based
building asset exposure map for flood risk assessment with a certain level of resolution, since this
method consists of using actual geo-referenced building footprints maps and statistical BFA census
data. However, because the input data are limited, the maximum resolution of the gridded building
asset value map is also limited.
First, the building footprint map provides the locations and footprints of all of the buildings
in Shanghai, but other information, including building height, building use type, material type,
year of construction, and construction cost, is only available at the resolution of the administrative
unit. Therefore, the distribution of this information is retained, regardless of the grid cell size, when
performing the spatial downscaling of census data.
Second, to produce a more realistic building asset value map, this paper resorted to using
LandScan population density data to derive the BFA density distribution information under the
assumption that the per-capita BFA is the same within a township; as such, the disaggregated BFA
is only valid up to a certain level of grid spatial resolution, which largely corresponds to the limit
of the representativeness of the LandScan population density grid (800 m × 800 m) that is used to
represent the BFA density distributions. Moreover, although we display the BFA map at a resolution of
2.5 m × 2.5 m (to retain the actual building location information), at higher resolutions, (i.e., when the
grid cell size is smaller than 800 m × 800 m), the BFA distributions for each regular cell are meaningless.
Meanwhile, using the average density distribution of the BFA within a grid cell size of 800 m × 800 m
corresponding to the population density will cause smoothing of the building height, resulting in
the underestimation of both the high-rise and low-rise BFA values in most districts (as shown in
Figure 6). Using high-resolution remote sensing data (LiDAR data) to extract building height and
urban structure [67,68] should avoid the use of the 2010 LandScan population density grid, this data is
just a yearly average of population density, and gaps exist for the actual BFA distribution.
Finally, a weighted (by building use type) average construction cost per square meter at
district-level resolution was used in the building asset value evaluation, and thus, the spatial differences
in the construction cost (by building use type) were neglected. More detailed information about both
the distribution of building use types and the spatial variability of the construction costs would
be useful for further improving the building asset value estimation, as shown above. However,
the optimal building asset value estimation model depends on this requirement within the context of
flood risk management, and estimating building asset values based on individual buildings should be
better than on areas of land use types [13].
5. Conclusions
Uncertainties in the value of exposed assets is known to be one of the major drivers of uncertainties
in quantitative flood risk analyses. Given the existence of a mismatch between high spatial resolution
hazard modelling and coarse exposure data in flood risk assessment, this paper proposes a method
to disaggregate census building floor area to the regular grid cell level by using ancillary data, and
then transforms this into a building asset value map via the construction cost per square meter of BFA.
The building asset map obtained using this method was shown to identify the spatial distribution
and density of building asset with reasonable resolution, but it is constrained by the resolution of
the input data, including: (1) the ancillary data used, including the coarse resolution of population
density grid, (2) the incomplete nature of publicly available building information, and in particular,
their number of storeys as well as the building use types. The flood exposure estimation under a
flood scenario, obtained by applying different exposure models demonstrated that the disaggregation
method proposed by this study is a powerful tool for improving the accuracy of the estimation of
flood exposure in terms of affected BFA when compared to models based on the assumption of a
uniform distribution of the BFA within an administrative unit. The advantage of the disaggregation
method developed in this paper is that building asset value maps can be quickly produced if three
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main datasets are available: a building footprint map, a population density map, and census statistical
BFA data. The building asset value maps produced represent a good alternative for exposure analysis
in flood risk assessment.
It should be emphasized that the provincial Map World platform, under the instruction of the
National Administration of Surveying, Mapping and Geoinformation of China, has been working on
obtaining spatial data for buildings, including information on the number of storeys; for example,
in the downtown areas for some developed cities. Such up-to-date information, including building
footprints, and building structure types and ages, will allow for the accurate estimation of not only
the building floor area at the grid cell level, but also the replacement cost. When these data become
available, it will be possible to generate an exposure dataset on a building on the basis of the building,
rather than by land-use types, which will improve the data quality for building asset exposure for
natural disaster risk estimation.
There remains a question of how high the asset exposure resolution should be, in order to
conduct satisfactory flood risk modelling. Compared to the resolution and detail of flood hazard
modelling, even the most detailed asset assessments are regarded as coarse [18], since physical asset
values are very heterogeneous in space and time, including building assets. Ideally, acquiring actual
building-by-building information (e.g., location, footprint, height, and structure type) could satisfy the
demand for exposure data input for flood risk analysis. This approach is feasible for small or medium
sized areas, but not for huge areas, where the process would be too time-consuming and costly. To
summarize, we believe that the details required for building asset value mapping depend strongly
on the size of the study area, the available input data, and the required accuracy of the flood risk
assessment. We argue that because of the high spatial heterogeneity of flood hazards, a sound flood
risk assessment should be based on a high-resolution asset value map—individual building-based
asset value map—as focused upon by this study.
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